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6. Abstract (300 words):
There is currently a growing literature annotating infrastructure as a dynamic sociotechnical process, carried by the community in context. Such references changes how
infrastructure can be perceived, not as a straightforward thing but as accumulation of
actor configuration, tools and their everyday practices. Although the social
contestation of limited infrastructure has been widely discussed, there is a limited
knowledge how such phenomenon changes how spaces in the city are experienced,
and equally important, how it can be intervened through architectural design actions.
This article explores visual media--using particularly films and drawings—to map and
understand these changes. In addition, it explores how visual media become an
instrumental tool of potential design actions. This study draws from exploration of waste
disposal practices in an informal neighbourhood (kampung) along the Ciliwung river in
Jakarta, Indonesia. It utilizes videos and drawings to expose hidden network of actors
and their spatial practices on situating and displacing their waste disposal in between
agencies and the river. These representations of deeper urban context projects how
waste process in such neighbourhood is dynamically related with the river bed and its

embankment. Although located in a densely populated neighbourhood in a large city,
such reading provides knowledge on connection between city networks and its natural
environment that has been largely overlooked elsewhere.
The use of such media allow the river to be seen as a continuous site that is actually
gradually integrated with the city instead of bordered, with its potentials and limitation
that creates complexity for the city’s environment. It reveals elements of platforms
needed to connect and/or disconnect the ecological network of people, space,
objects, and natural resources. Potentials design scenarios towards waste process
emerge from rerouting these elements to reduce contamination, promote diversity and
thus connect micro and macro practices in the city.
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